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By Alexandra Day

Laughing Elephant, United States, 2010. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Alexandra Day (illustrator).
277 x 211 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. First published in 1988 and now back by
popular demand, Good Dog, Carl illustrator Alexandra Day s Frank and Ernest is the entertaining
tale of a bear and an elephant who learn to run a diner. The charming illustrations of the Deco-era
diner and the novelty of its animal employees will appeal to children, but the diner slang that Frank
and Ernest learn and use will delight parents and children alike. Frank and Ernest will reveal the
meaning of burn one, take it through the garden and pin a rose on it, a stack with Vermont and a
blonde with sand, as well as guess water, balloon juice, and million on a platter. As in her popular
Carl books Day excels at visual jokes and loving detail, but in Frank and Ernest the text is as
delightful as the pictures. In skillfully executed paintings Day depicts a diner that is sure to evoke
nostalgia among old-timers. Children should enjoy adding these novelties to their vocabularies, and
making the connections that inspired the descriptions is good fun. Kirkus Reviews...
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The ebook is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to tell you that here is the
best pdf i have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he greatest ebook for at any time.
-- Dr . K a r elle Glover-- Dr . K a r elle Glover

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply
following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Am ie B og isich-- Dr . Am ie B og isich
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